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WEBSITE ANALYSIS FOR KLHC 

www.heart.com.my/ 
 

What is SEO? 
Answer - People to find your site via a search engine (E.g. Google, Yahoo, Bing), 
the site will require a high Search Engine Results Position (SERP). This means 
when they search keywords phrases like ‘Best heart care center Kuala 
lampur’, they will find your site page on the first page of the search engine 
results. This is in simple terms called search engine optimization or SEO 
 
What benefits you can get from it? 
Answer – It is the most cost effective medium of advertisement with huge 
potential to reach maximum number of people online. You can get many potential 
new customers. It also helps in branding. 
 
Is your present site is optimized for SERP? 
Answer – No. There are many problems with the existing site. I am describing it 
one by one below. 
 
What is your present site status? 
 
Site status – PROBLEM (NOT UPDATED REGULARLY) 
 

Status. 

PageRank: (1) 

Status: 200 OK 

Last 
Modified: 

2009-09-07 06:20:37 

Web 
Server: 

Apache/2.2.15 (Unix) mod_ssl/2.2.15 OpenSSL/0.9.8e-fips-rhel5 
mod_auth_passthrough/2.1 mod_bwlimited/1.4 
FrontPage/5.0.2.2635 

Content 
Type: 

text/html, text/html; charset=utf-8 

Charset: UTF-8 

Content 
Length: 

12204 
 

 
 
What does it mean? 
Answer – PageRank is the academic score given by Google to any site 
depending on the site’s age, Site’s popularity on Internet, With what other 
popular sites your site is linked with, How many other sites have referred your 
site, how many reviews you have by users, How easy your site is to find on net 
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by users, How easy your site is to access your all pages, How informative your 
site is and how frequent you update your site etc. It’s a scale of 0 to 10. 
 
 
How does it affect your business? 
 
A high PR site means you are authority in your field. But PR is not directly linked 
with search engine ranking. It’s like an academic score. But if your search engine 
optimization is good and continuous and if your site regularly offers value added 
information to your users, you can get a good score. Google updates their PR 
score every 3 months. 
 
So your PR 1 means you are still low in authority in your segment in Google’s 
eye. 
 
 
Server status 200 means your server is responding ok and you don’t need to do 
anything with it. 
 
Content type should be text/HTML and with the technical pattern of UTF-8 for 
good visibility. You have no problem here. 
 
Server can be of two types – Apache LINUX (UNIX)[for sites built in HTML and 
LINUX APACHE MYSQL PHP] or Windows [ASP/.NET sites with MSSQL 
Database]. Your server has no problem. 
 
Content length is the size of your page. It should be ideally less than 34000. Your 
site has no problem with it. 
 
You have a problem in site update as your last update is on Sep, 2009. You need 
to update your site more frequently with announcement, Press releases, photos, 
events or blog posts. 
 
 
 
Index Page – Problem of crawling by Google for heavy Flash application 
 
What does it mean? 
 
- You have a heavy flash application running at your index page. No other 

content is there. It takes time to load. And google is lazy and does not like 
to crawl pages with only flash. You need a HTML index page here at 
http://heart.com.my instead of here http://heart.com.my/main.html  

 
How does it affect your business? 
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Home page is the landing page that people find by search. But if it has heavy 
flash installed it will take time to load and people at first impression may not click 
to next page. Or sometimes in some browser it does not open properly. So 
people can be impatient and leave off. Also if google can’t crawl your site 
properly, there is a lesser chance that your homepage comes in search engine 
ranking. So people will not find it and your business will not get what actually it 
deserves. 
 
META TAGS – PROBLEM 
 
What does it mean? 
- Meta tags are the title, description and target keywords of your site. In 

SEO, there are certain norms to follow for a better visibility on web. The 
target keywords should match well with your site content and business. 
The more it matches, the more your chance to get better visibility. So 
relevancy of selected keywords is a vital factor here. Find below your 
report where it clearly tells where the problem is. 

 
 
How does it affect your business? 
- Poor meta tag means poor foundation of a building.  Whatever material you use 
to build up your building is immaterial unless you plan for a solid foundation. This 
is the same with the website. 
 
 

Meta tags report for: http://heart.com.my/main.html 

meta tag length value 

Title:  52 KL HeartCare: Health Screening & Preventive Medicine 

Description:  240 KL HeartCare (KLHC) provides a complete heart and health 
care for patrons, regardless of health condition. From a full 
spectrum of medical, diagnostic and laboratory services, 
KLHC focuses on preventive health care and continuous 
education. 

Keywords:  750 KL HeartCare, Kuala Lumpur Heart Care, KLHC, 
Cardiology, Heart, Jantung, Specialist Clinic, Medical 
Centre, Health Consultant, Dr Rafiq, Cardiologist, Health 
Screening, Medical Check-up, Medical Consultation, 
Medical Examination, Medical Screening, Pemeriksaan 
Saringan, Pemeriksaan Jantung, Pemeriksaan Kesihatan, 
Health, Heart Care, Heart Scan, Cardiac Scan, Diagnostic 
Cardiology, Diagnostic Imaging, ECG, Echocardiography, 
Executive Health Programme, Executive, Health Screening, 
Insurance Medical, Interventional Cardiology, Lifestyle, 
Mammography, My LifeKad, MSCT -64 Cardiac CT 
Angiography, Preventive Healthcare, Scan, Stress Test, 
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Ultrasound, Wellness, Women’s Wellness, X-Ray, KL 
Sentral, Malaysia, Plaza Sentral, Medical Tourism, Doctor 

Author:  22 webmaster@heart.com.my 
 

 
 

Meta tags analysis. 

Title: Title contains no errors. 
This tag contains 52 characters. 

 
Title relevancy to page content is good. 
The Title relevancy to page content is 67%. (Should be more than 
at least 75%) 

 

Description: Description meta tag is too long. 
This tag contains 240 characters. This is too many for what we 
would consider a 'robot friendly' description. The maximum 
number of characters we recommend for this tag is 200. 

 
Description meta tag relevancy to page content is fair. 
The Description meta tag relevancy to page content is 60%. 
(Should be more than at least 75%) 

 

Keywords: Keywords meta tag is too long. 
This tag contains 750 characters. This is too many for what we 
would consider a 'robot friendly' keywords tag. The maximum 
number of characters we recommend for this tag is 500. 

 
Keywords meta tag contains too many keywords. 
This tag contains 56 keywords. This is too many for what we 
would consider a 'robot friendly' keywords tag. The maximum 
number of keywords we recommend for this tag is 20. 

 
Keywords meta tag relevancy to page content is poor. 
The keywords meta tag relevancy to page content is 38%. 

 

Author: The Author meta tag contains no errors. 
This tag contains 22 characters. 
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WEB PAGE STATUS – OK 
 
What does it mean? 
- It means the size of your page and page loading time. The less the size and 
load time the better to get more visibility and ranking. You don’t have any 
problem here. 
 

Web page analysis.  

The size of the web page. 
The size of the web page is 12204 bytes. 

 
The web page load time. 
The web page load time is 5 seconds. 

 
 

 
 
 
ANCHOR TEXT KEYWORD – PROBLEM (NOT RELEVANT) 
 
What does it mean? 
- It means that whenever you write something on a specific page you should put 
links to some keywords with your other relevant pages, where people can get 
more details. Example – you wrote on page ‘ heart care.html’ this line “ We 
provide the best heart care treatment in Kuala Lampur. If you want to know more 
about cardiac care, you can read here.” Now you can link those yellow marked 
words to your two other relevant pages say heart care treatment to 
‘KLHCheartcare.html’ and cardiac care to ‘KLHCcardiaccare.html’ Anchor texts 
should be the target keywords of your site and relevant to your page content. 
 
How does it affect your business? 
The more relevant anchor text you provide in your writing, the more value will be 
added to it. Search engines take it very positively and user also get benefit to 
move to and fro on your site for easily accessible information. The time spent by 
user on your site will increase and user stickiness will increase too that help you 
to convey your message to your prospects well. 
 

Keywords found in the Anchor tags: Keyword - Times Found. 
These are text links on your web page (include the 'alt' text from images in the 
links). These become more important by many search engines (for best results 
try to name them after your primary keywords).  

read more - 5 
get yours today - 1 
health screening packages - 1 
mitc ancasa hotel - 1 
appointments - 1 
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visit malaysia - 1 
pmcare 4 u - 1 
coming soon - 1 
contact us enquiry appointment - 1 
medijaring - 1 
about us kl heartcare - 1 
blog get updated - 1 
enquiry - 1 
allianz - 1 
home homepage - 1 
takaful ikhlas - 1 
msc malaysia status - 1 

 

 
ALT TAGS – PROBLEM (NOT RELEVANT) 
 
What does it mean? 
- These are the name and description of images used in a particular page. 

The name and the description should contain your target keywords and 
should be matching and relevant to your page content. 

 
How does it affect your business? 
- Suppose someone is searching for a heart care related image on google image 
search and if you have a well optimized image you have a chance to come top in 
image search result. This will give you an extra mileage in promoting your 
business apart from google web search.  
 

Keywords found in the IMG Alt tags: Keyword - Times Found. 
This is text found in the 'alt' tag from the images. For web pages with a lot of 
images those tags are important (for best results try to name them after your 
primary keywords).  

mitc ancasa hotel - 1 
read our blog - 1 
allianz - 1 
questionnaire - 1 
cardiac ct scan - 1 
to right - 1 
visit malaysia - 1 
klhc front - 1 
pmcare 4 u - 1 
executive health programme - 1 
to left - 1 
msc malaysia status - 1 
takaful ikhlas - 1 
reach us - 1 
medijaring - 1 
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KEYWORDS - PROBLEM (RIGHT KEYWORDS HAVE NOT BEEN 
SELECTED) 
 
 
What are keywords? 
- Keywords are the ground stones of any business presence on web. You 

need to select the right keywords or phrases that best describes your 
business and that people search for, to find your type of business on web. 
These should be simple one word, two words or phrases with different 
alterations. It should be matching to your business and the page content. 

 
How does it affect your business? 
- The more appropriate keywords or phrases you choose, the more chances to 
get visible to many people. If your site comes in good ranking in search result 
pages for various keywords that most people search for, the number of your site 
visitor will obviously increase, that in turn helps you to get new customers or to 
help in branding. 
 
 
Showing keywords grouped by these terms: 
of heart disease (8), and heart disease (6), heart disease (55), heart 
attack (20), heart (44), disease (9), cardiology (11), cardiac (7), artery (7), hospita
l(6), Miscellaneous keywords (27) 
 
What does it mean? 
- It means these are the broad keyword categories on your present site and the 
number in bracket represents the number of other altered keywords or keyword 
variations under that particular category. If we look into the competitors and 
global search trend of google for your type of business, these keywords need to 
be restructured in a better way. 
 
 
LINK POPULARITY – VERY BAD 
 
What does it mean? 
- It means the number of other sites that give link to your site voluntarily. 

The more such sites, the more chance to get good page rank and visibility 
in search engines. The more links refer to you, the more chance to get 
visitors from other sites too. The more links refer to you means you are 
popular. So other sites refer you. In your case this is very less. 

 
- SEO can be the solution for this. Apart from that, you need your social 

media presence like in facebook fan page, facebook community, twitter, 
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youtube and many more other social media sites. This will give you the 
link boost. Frequent blog posts, publishing press release and updating 
social profiles also help to get links. Another way is exchanging links with 
other sites, submitting your site to local business directories, adding it to 
google maps, submitting your RSS feed, article writing and distribution etc. 

 
 

Domain Total Google Yahoo Live AllTheWeb AltaVista 

heart.com.my/main.html 7 0 2 1 2 2 

 
 
KEYWORD DENSITY – PROBLEM (POOR DISTRIBUTION) 
 
What does it mean? 
- Keyword density is the number of particular keyword repeated in a page. 

For example a page has 300 words and if your target keyword is ‘heart 
care’ it should be repeated 8-10 times there. Ideal keyword density should 
be 2.5-4% maximum. Distribution is vital here because if your target key 
phrase is ‘heart care center Kuala lampur’ then these words should be 
kept side-by-side maintaining the proximity. The same should be taken 
care while repeating the keywords in a page. 

 
How does it benefit? 
- If your site has a good keyword density with balanced distribution, you’ll 

get more visibility and good search result rank. 
 
 
 
 
Find below the keyword tags in your site, which needs to be altered for better 
result. The bold and big words are used repeatedly in site but not in a 
balanced way. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 Tag Cloud 
 

Often   Blog   Disease   First   Screening   Planned   Appointments   Service   Appointment   

Scan   Events   Awareness   Special   We   Steps   Reach   Heartcare   Planning   Biggest   Contained   
Kl   Read   High   Panels   Important   Today   Knowledge   Get   Form   Patrons   More   

 Main Result 
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Wellness   Executive   Pressure   S   Cardiac   Compass   Well   Excellent   Caring   Cholesterol   

Life   Testimonials   Due   Within   Dynamic   Klhc   Ct   Better   Ehp   Attack   Kuala   Health   
Yours   Strategic   Care   Lumpur   Programme   Extend   Fatal   Diagnostic   Enquiry   Inspire   

Rejuvenating   Bahrom   Hope   Happening   Services   Preventive   Homely   Arteries   Heart   Save   
Sentral   Us   Cancers    

 

 

SEARCH TRAFFIC – POOR 

What does it mean? 

- This is the common and most searched keywords for your site. 84.19% of 
your total search traffic comes from the search string ‘kl heartcare’. Rest of 
the keywords is very less. But the problem is if people search for ‘kl 
heartcare’ then that means they are already aware of your business name; 
so you are not getting any completely new potential customers who are 
not aware of your business name. So you are under utilizing the potential 
of your web visibility. 

How does it affect your business? 

- The more keyword phrases you come top in search engines, the more chance 
is there to get more visitors to your website thus increasing your brand visibility 
and popularity. 

Top Queries from Search Traffic 

The top queries driving traffic to heart.com.my from search engines.  

Query Percent of Search Traffic 
1 kl heartcare 84.19% 
2 how to care the heart 4.95% 
3 good clinic in kl central 4.36% 
4 hansen lee 3.30% 
5 daphne iking blog 1.55% 
6 www.heart.com 0.60% 
7 ntv7 hosts 0.29% 
8 bmi measurement 0.16% 
9 ntv7 talk about health 0.07% 
 
 
Pages indexed in Google – 136 (VERY LESS) 
What does it mean? 
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- It means google has stored only 136 records of your site in their search 
database which is very less as compared to total number of pages of your 
site and the age of the domain. The more pages indexed by google , the 
more chances to come top in search ranking for various other keywords/ 
keyphrases. 

 
 
 
MAIN COMPETITORS – BETTER WEB VISIBILITY THAN KLHC 
 
What does it mean? 
- It means if we search with similar keywords that your business is in, we 

find these sites on search result pages in a better rank than you. 
How does it affect? 
- If people search for those keywords, the competitor’s sites are coming on 

top. So they are getting advantage of their web presence that you are not 
getting. So your branding and popularity is getting neglected. 

 
1. http://www.pantai.com.my/index.php 
2. http://www.ijn.com.my/ 
3. http://www.gimc.com.my/ 
4. http://healthcare.simedarby.com/ 
5. http://www.dsh.com.my/ 
6. http://www.sunway.com.my/sunmed/ 

 
 
Social media presence – NO 
What does it mean? 
- It means apart from your website , you are not present in any of the 

popular social media like facebook, twitter etc. You don’t have any 
bookmark button on your website that people can easily share with their 
friends in social networking sites. 

How does it affect? 
- Social media presence helps business to get more direct user interaction, 
popularity, branding and web visibility. So chances of getting new leads and your 
viral promotion will increase. You can go for creating facebook fan 
page/community page, twitter profile to make your social media presence. 
 
 
 
What will happen if you rectify the entire above problem? 
- You will get a solid foundation. You will get gradual positive improvement in site 
visibility, popularity and traffic. SEO is a continuous process. We can help you to 
get ranking, to get gradual improvement and we can further educate you on how 
to sustain this ranking and how to further improve it. We will give you the solid 
foundation. But it’s not a one-time process. You need to maintain it routinely by 
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writing blogs, submitting press releases, posting to facebook fan page and 
twitter, inviting regular fan and followers to join you from time to time. 
 
 
Few Suggestions –  

1) Remove index page flash loader 
2) Update site regularly 
3) Blog regularly 
4) Keyword research and analysis should be done properly and 

content should be modified accordingly 
5) Page title, page meta and description should be changed 
6) Back link should be increased by submitting site to various 

directories and exchanging links with others 
7) No listing in Google maps. It should be listed 
8) No listing or very less listing in local business directory. Should be 

listed 
9) No social media presence. Should be present in social media. 

Social media optimization is required. 
10) Search engine optimization is highly required 
11) Internal cross-linking is very poor. All the pages of the site should 

be interlinked properly 
12) No sitemap is present. Sitemap should be built 
13) Competitor’s keyword analysis and site functionality should be 

properly analyzed and should be implemented in KLHC website 
14) Broken link is visible on website. Should be removed. 
15) No web contact form for lead generation/Enquires. Only contact 

numbers are given. 
 
 

Thank you 


